Remembering Who We Are As Creative Beings
Lessons from Children

Children love to create things.

They are often in a state of “creative essence” which is a natural state of being for all people, and most easily accessible for children. It is a place of timelessness, joy, creativity, fun, and is totally void of ego. Amazing things can happen from this place, and much can be manifested.

Barbara Brennan, healer and author of “Hands of Light,” often alludes to this state of Creative Essence in her Healing Science work and calls it the “Core Star.” According to Brennan, the Core Star, or Creative Essence, is the place where we truly experience our co-creative nature with the Divine. It is where we can experience miracles and manifest things beyond our individual human abilities. It is where healing happens.

All people have this creative essence but most forget. If you want to be reminded of your creative essence, spend some time with a child at play. Make sure it’s a child who has not yet been trained about the “doing-ness” of life but rather one who has been allowed to have “being-ness”.

It is easy to forget how to access this creative essence. Another thing you can do to remember is to observe how you identify yourself in the world.

Do you identify who you are by what you do? Or do you identify who you are by how you are? Minimizing the doing and maximizing the being allows the creative essence to show up more readily in your life. And the place where it needs to show up the most is right in front of you.

So if you want to practice accessing your Creative Essence or Core Star, schedule a day with your favorite child and play, play, play.
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